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Bonobo, Mumbai’s interactive bar

recommended by Aminah Khan

Mumbai's only interactive bar, named after a monkey and a great

place to unwind and detach from the manic high stress world we live

in Bonobo is a hip place to eat, drink and dance.

Sitting out on the open air patio it's hard to believe you're just 2

storeys above the chaos of Mumbai's Suburban shopping area. It's the

city's only Interactive bar where you can enjoy mixing your own drinks

with a lavish spread of spices, herbs, fresh fruits, and spirits to choose

from. There's even a mixologist to help, to make sure you end up with

something that your taste buds will relish and looks great too and all

you pay for is the spirit, everything else is on the house.

 

The idea behind an interactive bar was to let customers have their drinks the

way they want. Of course you don't have to and you can simply tell the

bartender what your palate's preference is and Voila! You'll have a drink to

remember.

 

Their Jalapeno Olive Gherkin Martini is certainly one I won't forget. This tangy

concoction has a spicy kick of Jalapeno that's hot enough to tingle without

sending your mouth up in flames. It goes well with a mezzé platter of falafel

and pita with a delectable spread of Mediterranean dips like humus,

mhammarah and labneh.

 

The smooth rich humus complements the falafel and pita as does the

muhammarah made from kidney beans and almond paste. 'Labneh', a creamy

mix of feta and grated cucumber is cool on the palate and balances the

warmth of the falafel which you may find slightly dry without the dips. You

should enjoy the mezze platter while the pita and falafel is warm because pita

easily and often gets rather rubbery when cold.

 

For those with a taste for sweeter sips the Midnight breakfast is definitely a

must-try . This sweet creamy coffee concoction laced with hints of vanilla and

a sprinkle of cinnamon is like dessert in a martini glass.

 

If you you've wisely saved space for dessert and fancy novelty on a plate you

might like to sample their Tandoori fruits with Kulfi which is char grilled fruits

served with an a creamy smooth ice cream flavoured with Indian spices like

cardamom and saffron. It sounded rather interesting but I my pick is the

Kahlua Oreo cookie mousse cake even though the banana toffee pie was

equally tempting.

 

For Tequila aficionados Bonobo is a real treat with a delicious selection of

flavoured tequilas to choose from. Bonobo has an exclusive and extensive

collection of Jose Cuervo tequilas flavoured in-house with spices, herbs and
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fruits.

 

If you want something really strong then there's their signature cocktail called

'Balatkar' made of absinthe with apple juice which has an alcoholic content of

70%.

 

Their New Zealand lamb chops are a speciality but they are very fatty. Still,

the manager says there are many takers for this authentic kiwi specialty.

 

At the other end of the spectrum which will bring smiles to the diners

watching their weight, are low calorie foods like salads and a chilli garlic

linguini made calamari, prawn or chicken .

 

Their roasted Bhavnagiri chilli is another speciality you won't find anywhere

else, made from long flavoursome chillies from the Bhavnagar district of the

Indian state of Gujarat which are sliced and filled with chevré cheese.

 

At Bonobo, you don't need to make a reservation but if you're in a group it

might be wise to book a table because it's always busy weekend or not. Your

waiter for the evening will introduce himself and he'll remember you for your

next visit, they always do and most regulars know their bartenders too which

adds a very friendly feel to the place.

 

Bonobo is quite popular among Indian celebrities who you might be lucky to

spot if you're there on a Monday or Tuesday.

 

So if you're planning a visit to Mumbai and you want to do something fun you

may want to put Bonobo down on your list of places to mix, dance and eat at,

a place where you can 'let you inner Bonobo flourish' as they say at Bonobo.

 

Khar 33, Mumbai, India

Contact tel: +91 22 26055050

Cost 2 course a la carte: £10 - £25 per person, 2 course set menu: Up to £10

per person

Useful links

Bonobo, Bar.Love.Food
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